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Fall
Semester
Winds of Change
NC LIVE has added some new databases.
Consumer Health Complete contains information aimed at patients and covers all
health areas from wellness to mainstream to
holistic medicine. Science Reference Center
contains basic materials from science encyclopedias, reference books, periodicals and
other sources. A variety of science disciplines are represented. TOPICsearch is a
current events database covering social, political and economic issues, scientific discoveries, and other topics popular in contemporary classrooms.
Two new Online Tutorials
are now available for all patrons. Searching strategies and
basic features for both the
general subject database, Wilson OmniFile and the CCCC
Online Library Catalog may be
found
at the Library web page under
“Guides and Tutorials.” Tutorials for Academic Search Premier, Opposing Viewpoints
Resource Center, and NetLibrary are also located at this site.
The QEP Writing Works: Library Resources
Notebook is available for
consultation at the circulation desk in the library and
on the Writing Works Blackboard site.

Of Books and Libraries
“The library is „a mighty resource in the marketplace of ideas.‟ There a student can literally
explore the unknown, and discover areas of
interest and thought not covered by the prescribed curriculum. The student who discovers
the magic of the library is on the way to a lifelong experience of self-education and enrichment. That student learns that a library is a
place to test or expand upon the ideas presented to him, in or out of the classroom.”
Right to Read Defense Committee v. School
Committee of the City of Chelsea

“The Web is cool, but the library is magic.
Where else can the spirit of generations of
writers stir your soul? So many writers talk
about libraries setting them on their magical
paths, it's almost a groaner. But we know it's
true. Wander through the stacks and you can
feel the dreams, the unique worlds bubbling
within each volume. The magic enters you as
if by osmosis. On the Web, you may feel
clever, lucky and driven to download--but
rarely inspired to dream and to write.”
Arthur Plotnik. "Who Loves You Like the Library?" The Writer, November, 2003

“To read is to empower. To
empower is to write. To write
is to influence. To influence is
to change. To change is to
live."
Jane Evershed

Seasons of Plenty
Literary blunders by Henry B. Wheatley
PN 62231 .B8 W5 1969 (Sanford)
Similar to TV bloopers are literary blunders.
This delight book presents examples of some
fascinating blunders in due to misprints, incorrect translations, etymology, misquotations and author mistakes.
Three cups of tea by Greg Mortenson
LC 2330 .M67 2007 (Sanford)
The amazing and inspiring true tale of a
young American who kept his promise and
then some, to build a school in a remote
area in anti-American Asia.
Traffic: why we drive the way we do (and
what it says about us) by Tom Vanderbilt
TL 152.5 .V36 2008 (Lillington)
A fascinating and insightful look at the psychological aspects of the way we drive and
the complex web of factors “driving” us.
Who Do You Call?
Contacts for requesting and trouble-shooting
AV equipment:
Pittsboro Campus Library
919-542-6495 ext. 216
Jean Vollrath-jvollrath@cccc.edu
Harnett Campus Library
910-814-8843
Barbara Wood-bwood@cccc.edu
Lee Campus Library
919-718-7375 (check out)
B.J.Thompson-bthompson@cccc.edu
919-718-7244 (troubleshooting and bulbs)
Elizabeth Budny-ebudny@cccc.edu
919-718-7435 (ordering and instruction)
Renee Dusenbury-rdusenbury@cccc.edu

Library instruction for all campuses may
be arranged by contacting Mary Coleman at
718-7340. Evening classes at the Lee campus will continue to be offered by Ellen or
Leonard Viggiano at 718-7244.
Library Locations
1105 Kelly Drive, Sanford, NC 27330
Phone: 919-718-7244;
Fax: 919-718-7378
1075 E. Cornelius Harnett Blvd, Lillington,
NC 27546 Phone: 910-893-1901
764 West Street, Pittsboro, NC 27312
Phone: 919-542-6495; Fax: 919-5426798
Regular Library Hours
Sanford: 7:30am-9pm, M-Th; 7:30am3:30pm, F
Lillington and Pittsboro: 7:30am-8pm, M
-Th; 7:30am-3:330pm, F
All libraries are closed on Saturday and Sunday. Hours may vary during Breaks.
Changes will be posted on library doors.
The Staff
Lee Campus (Sanford)
Janice Pope, Dean of Library Services
Renee Dusenbury, Media Librarian
Mary Coleman, Instruction Librarian
Ellen Viggiano, Evening Librarian
Leonard Viggiano, Evening Librarian
Dianna Habib, Library Assistant
Peggy Cotton, Library Assistant
B.J. Thompson, Library Assistant
Nancy McLendon, Evening Library Assistant
Elizabeth Budny, Library Secretary
Harnett Campus (Lillington)
Barbara Wood, Library Assistant
Paula Fish, Evening Librarian
Peggy Christian, Evening Librarian
Chatham Campus (Pittsboro)
Jean Vollrath, Library Assistant
Leigh Moser, Evening Librarian
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